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Founded in 1988, located in Milan (ITALY)

Dynamic engineering company, specialized in design and manufacturing of electronic equipment and systems for electrical grids monitoring and control.

Distinguished for innovative solutions developed for energy management:
- Energy metering
- Power quality analysis
- Electric distribution remote control (management of HV/MV and MV/LV substations)
TeamWare

- Staff of 35 people:
  - hardware engineers
  - firmware and software designers
  - systems analysts
  - laboratory and field technicians
  - mechanical engineers and administrative employees

- High professionalism of the staff, as the result of decades of experience in working with companies operating in advanced technology in measurement, control and automation fields.

- ISO9001:2015 certified
- ISO14001:2015 certified
- ISO45001:2018 certified
TeamWare

Our numbers

✓ 25
Years of experience
for advanced products and systems

✓ 30+
Top customers
followed carefully and professionally

✓ 35
People
A skilled, cohesive and efficient team

✓ 10000+
Devices
monitored every day

✓ > 6 MEur
Turnover 2018
Company Organization

Products Area
dealing with the development, implementation and marketing of brand products for Power Quality analysis, electrical consumptions monitoring, distribution grids remote control.

Systems Area
offering customers a complete service of design and development of products and systems, from feasibility study to prototype development.

R&D
engaged in research and development by participating, in collaboration with other companies and academic centers of expertise to relevant projects with a strong technological content.
Products

Electrical Measurements

Substation Automation

Accessories

Energy Efficiency
The design choices, always geared to meet customer requirements, pay attention to production costs and operational reliability.

TeamWare has adequate instrumentation to manage the development of complex projects; furthermore, has the equipment and expertise necessary to carry out verifications of electromagnetic compatibility and electrical safety according to reference standards.

TeamWare has acquired advanced knowledge in the application of high technologies in hardware, firmware and software.
Innovative research projects, characterized by a high technological content, having relapse in terms of industrial application.

Participation in European Community FP7 and H2020 (smart energy, securing critical energy infrastructure) and Italian wide national funded projects.

Award-winning innovative patented idea of full static reactive power controller for loads and distribution grid regulation (see PowerWorx @ www.greenlabeng.com)
Why choose TeamWare

Reliability
For nearly thirty years on the market, always growing

Support
Direct and immediate contact between our technicians and customers.

Efficiency
Expertise, professionalism, ongoing commitment

Complete solutions
360° expertise, products and systems integrated and effective
the best technology at the best value

www.teamware.it